“Arielle Ford, in inspiring and encouraging terms, offers from her direct experience how to
prepare in consciousness, heart and spirit to magnetize, recognize and respond to the soul’s
call for an authentic, conscious love relationship.”
Michael Bernard Beckwith, author of
Spiritual Liberation
“The Soulmate Secret will inspire you and give you a glimpse that this can be a magical
journey and you can truly attract, manifest and find your soulmate.”
Deepak Chopra, author of
Buddha
"Arielle Ford provides a beautiful way to let go of any hurts of the past and bring new love
into your life today. Practical, inspiring, and hopeful, The Soulmate Secret leaves even the
most cynical about love ready to find a soulmate."
Marianne Williamson, author of
Age of Miracles
"Read this inspiring book! Arielle Ford has written an entertaining, insightful guide to
attracting genuine love into your life. Best of all, Arielle's thriving marriage is living proof
that the tools she gives you can produce magical results."
Kathlyn and Gay Hendricks, authors of
Conscious Loving and Spirit-Centered Relationships
“Nothing is more exciting than the finding of one’s soul mate…and nothing can be
more challenging than the search. Here, in this wonderful book, Arielle Ford
smoothes the path, cutting through the thicket, and bringing us to the clearing that
can produce wonderful results. Those who find their soul mate through this work
will thank Arielle Ford forever.”
Neale Donald Walsch, Author of
Conversations with God
“This is a wonderful book, full of hope and wisdom.”
Christiane Northrup, MD, author of
Mother-Daughter Wisdom
The Wisdom of Menopause
Women’s Bodies, Women’s Wisdom

"With a harmonious blend of the metaphysical as well as the practical, The Soulmate
Secret guides you with example after example down the path of finding true love. Arielle
gives easy to apply guidance to let go of anything that may keep you from finding the
romantic relationship you deserve. If you're looking for love buy this book--you'll be glad
you did."
James Arthur Ray, author of
Harmonic Wealth, The Secret of Attracting the Life You Want
“To find the love of your life and delight read this book and manifest the one for you in
the sweet now-and-now.”
Mark Victor Hansen, co-creator
Chicken Soup for the Soul
“The Soulmate Secret contains the recipe for love, romance, and unimaginable futures, a
recipe that I watched my sister Arielle Ford create and live. With clarity and insight, this
book outlines all the ingredients for getting the love that you truly desire and deserve. Read
it now and let the love begin.”
Debbie Ford, author of
When Good People Do Bad Things

